
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of technical product
support specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for technical product support specialist

Establish sound troubleshooting and repair knowledge on all assigned
equipment
Provide limited application assistance on equipment
Monitor and report any product defects to the Quality and Engineering
departments as soon possible
Remain the focal point for communication to the field and other pertinent
QED personnel on the product problems, actions, and resolution
Each specialist will have the responsibility for knowing and following all ISO
procedures related to their jobs
Conduct product-training classes to the work group covering both the
technical and application aspects of the product
Establish and maintain a professional, responsive working relationship and
rapport with all QED customers and all departments within QED
Travel to the field as required, to establish reliable service feedback, perform
technical training and technical product support as required
To technically assess and approve any Switch or SIP product/solution and
feed commentary and direction to product line
The role will also entail assessing the Switch & SIP requirements for various
demonstration suites around the UK, to ensure that BT Sales are able to
complete full customer presentations

Example of Technical Product Support Specialist Job
Description
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Excellent customer service skills and the ability to interact in a courteous,
helpful and professional manner
Unquestionable ethics with proven ability to deal with a high level of
confidentiality
The ability to act independently, take initiative, multi-task and drive tasks and
issues to resolution
Familiarity with mechanical or physical security products is preferred
Thrive in ambiguous situations and be able to prioritize ruthlessly
Experience with agile development processes is a plus


